
European Data Protection covers essential pan-
European laws and regulations, as well as industry
standard best practices for corporate compliance. 
Those taking this course will gain an understanding 
of the European model for privacy enforcement, key 
privacy terminology and practical concepts 
concerning the protection of personal data and
trans-border data flows.

The training is based on the body of knowledge for 
the IAPP’s ANSI-accredited Certified Information 
Privacy Professional/Europe (CIPP/E) certification 
program.

IAPP training can provide your staff with the 
knowledge they need to help you meet your privacy 
program goals of reduced risk, improved 
compliance, enhanced brand loyalty and more. 
StudySmart in association with Loggerhead Partners 
are offering IAPP’s privacy and data protection 
training programs specifically designed to extend 
that knowledge to those on your team requiring a 
solid understanding of privacy principles and 
practices. In order to help you drive privacy 
knowledge across your organization, our 
comprehensive and flexible programs can be 
suited to your specific needs and availability.

    Data Protection Officers;

    Data Protection Lawyers;

    Records Managers;

    Information Officers;

    Compliance Officers;

    Human Resource Officers;

    Anyone who uses, processes 
    and maintains personal data.

 Prerequisites: None
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What will you learn?

   Introduction to European Data Protection;
   European Regulatory Institutions;
   Legislative Framework;
   Compliance with European Data Protection Law 
    and Regulation (GDPR);
    International Data Transfers.
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Meet your privacy challenges 
head on with 
Data Is One Of Your Most Valuable Assets

Duration:

14 - 15 November 2018

$ 2,550 (inc. Exam Fee)

IAPP TRAINING

Dates:

Tuition:

IAPP Registration:

2 Days

$ 125

Who is it for?

Venue: Crowne Plaza, Dubai



EUROPEAN DATA PROTECTION 

MODULES:

Module 1: Data Protection Laws
Introduces key European data protection laws and regulatory bodies, describing the evolution 
toward a harmonised legislative framework.

Module 2: Personal Data

Module 3: Controllers and Processors
Describes the roles and relationships of controllers and processors.

Module 4: Processing Personal Data
Defines data processing and GDPR processing principles, explains the application of the GDPR 
and outlines the legitimate bases for processing personal data.

Module 5: Information Provision
Explains controller obligations for providing information about data processing activities to data 
subjects and supervisory authorities

Module 6: Data Subjects’ Rights
Describes data subjects’ rights, applications of rights and controller and processor obligations. 
Module 7: Security of Processing
Discusses considerations and duties of controllers and processors for ensuring security of personal 
data and providing notification of data breaches.

Module 8: Accountability
Investigates accountability requirements, including data protection management systems, data 
protection impact assessments, privacy policies and the role of the data protection officer. 

Module 9:  Cross-border data transfers
Outlines options and obligations for transferring data outside the European Economic Area, 
including adequacy decisions and appropriate safeguards and derogations.

Module 10: Supervisions and Enforcement
Describes the role, powers and procedures of supervisory authorities; the composition and tasks 
of the European Data Protection Board; the role of the European Data Protection Supervisor; and 
remedies, liabilities and penalties for non-compliance.

Module 11: Compliance
Discusses the applications of European data protection law, legal bases and compliance 
requirements for processing personal data in practice, including employers processing employee 
data, surveillance, direct marketing, Internet technology and communications and outsourcing.

Defines and differentiates between types of data, including personal, anonymous, pseudo-
anonymous and special categories.

Tutor:

Anthe Papageorgiou - EY Senior Manager | FIDS - Business Integrity & Compliance Management 
Anthe is an experienced Data Protection and Privacy manager and a Regulatory Compliance Officer. 
She is a Certified Data Protection Executive (TUV Austria) and a Certified Information Privacy 
Professional (IAPP - CIPP/E). She joined EY in 2017 and is based in Athens. Previously, Anthe was a 
Data Protection Officer (DPO) and Compliance Officer in a healthcare provider whereas she has served 
as In-house Lawyer, Regulatory Officer and DPO since 2009. Anthe’s practice includes Data Protection 
and Data Privacy and every aspect of regulatory compliance. 

Contact us for further information and registrations:

Charmaine Bombita
E: cbb@loggerheadpartners.com
T: +971 56 440 8815
www.loggerheadpartners.com


